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of Applied Studies Chur and Berne, and the Rotter-
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SKETCHCITY

Resilient is  
the new 
sustainable
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FROM THE WELL  
TO THE DELTA  
OF THE RIVER RHINE



Why sketching the 
city?



Why Multimedia 
Producers should 
understand the 
challenges?



Why a  
collaboration?



The impact



The framework  
we discuss in



What you will do?



Day 
1

Sketching on location and  
exchange with students 
from  
Rotterdam



learn from Dutch 
classmates about  
resilience

Day 
1



observe the situation 
and spot challenges to 
solve

Day 
1



find good solutions

Day 
1



ideate

Day 
1



develop first ideas

Day 
1



at the end of day 
one you have a 
bunch of  
sketches



upload your sketch-
es continuously to 
the  dropbox, so we 
can blog



look what others do 
and see it as a  
challenge to iterate 
your ideas

Day 
2



sketch with pencils

and with tablets

Day 
2



learn from the others 
in the group  
and in the classes

Day 
2



and sketch on

Day 
2



use digital devices to 
develop the  
ideasketches

Day 
2



integrate other ideas 
and iterate your  
sketches

Day 
2



at the end of day 
two you have 
sketched and iter-
ated your first idea 
and have many solu-
tions



tackle your sketches 
into a story:  
how did you spot the 
problem and what is 
your idea?

Day 
3



bring your ideas into a 
storyline

Day 
3



structure your message

Day 
3



enrich it with know-
how

Day 
3



add text to  
formulate your ideas

Day 
3



give your audience an 
overview

Day 
3



create your message

Day 
3



at the end of day 3 
you know how to 
tell your story using 
your sketches & ca-
mera



clean-up your  
sketches digitally

go back and forth

Day 
4



refine and polish -  
discuss your idea with 
your group-mates 

Day 
4





1.  print out and hang your  
  „My idea is ...“ PDF  
2.  upload your film 
3.  create a folder for the  
  digital  sketches to show on  
  your desktop exhibition 
4.  in the afternoon  you have   
  your exposition 
5.  put all on the blog



the final exhibition



put all on your table

the final exhibition



the final exhibition



the final exhibition



the final exhibition



the final exhibition



ideasheet

1. Go to the moodle and download the idea-sheet 
template. 
2. Fill in your text.
(title and short-text max. 300 words) 
3. Place at least 5 Sketches 
4. Put it on the Dropbox- upload-folder 
5. put your idea-sheet to the exhibition



90 seconds of film

explain your findings 
in 90 seconds and post 
it on youtube



Put at least twenty 
sketches, the idea-
sheet „My idea is ...“ 
and your film on the 
blog.





have fun
work hard

take home your  
learnings
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